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Scientific workflows are a necessary tool for many scientific communities as they enable easy composition and
execution of applications on computing resources while scientists can focus on their research without being
distracted by the computation management.
Nowadays, scientific communities (e.g. Seismology) have access to a large variety of computing resources
and their computational problems are best addressed using parallel computing technology. However, successful
use of these technologies requires a lot of additional machinery whose use is not straightforward for non-experts:
different parallel frameworks (MPI, Storm, multiprocessing, etc.) must be used depending on the computing
resources (local machines, grids, clouds, clusters) where applications are run. This implies that for achieving the
best applications‘ performance, users usually have to change their codes depending on the features of the platform
selected for running them.
This work presents dispel4py, a new open-source Python library for describing abstract stream-based work-
flows for distributed data-intensive applications. Special care has been taken to provide dispel4py with the ability
to map abstract workflows to different platforms dynamically at run-time. Currently dispel4py has four mappings:
Apache Storm, MPI, multi-threading and sequential.
The main goal of dispel4py is to provide an easy-to-use tool to develop and test workflows in local re-
sources by using the sequential mode with a small dataset. Later, once a workflow is ready for long runs, it can
be automatically executed on different parallel resources. dispel4py takes care of the underlying mappings by
performing an efficient parallelisation.
Processing Elements (PE) represent the basic computational activities of any dispel4Py workflow, which
can be a seismologic algorithm, or a data transformation process.
For creating a dispel4py workflow, users only have to write very few lines of code to describe their PEs
and how they are connected by using Python, which is widely supported on many platforms and is popular in
many scientific domains, such as in geosciences.
Once, a dispel4py workflow is written, a user only has to select which mapping they would like to use,
and everything else (parallelisation, distribution of data) is carried on by dispel4py without any cost to the user.
Among all dispel4py features we would like to highlight the following:
* The PEs are connected by streams and not by writing to and reading from intermediate files, avoiding many IO
operations.
* The PEs can be stored into a registry. Therefore, different users can recombine PEs in many different
workflows.
* dispel4py has been enriched with a provenance mechanism to support runtime provenance analysis. We
have adopted the W3C-PROV data model, which is accessible via a prototypal browser-based user interface and
a web API. It supports the users with the visualisation of graphical products and offers combined operations to
access and download the data, which may be selectively stored at runtime, into dedicated data archives.
dispel4py has been already used by seismologists in the VERCE project to develop different seismic work-
flows. One of them is the Seismic Ambient Noise Cross-Correlation workflow, which preprocesses and
cross-correlates traces from several stations. First, this workflow was tested on a local machine by using a small
number of stations as input data. Later, it was executed on different parallel platforms (SuperMUC cluster, and
Terracorrelator machine), automatically scaling up by using MPI and multiprocessing mappings and up to 1000
stations as input data. The results show that the dispel4py achieves scalable performance in both mappings tested
on different parallel platforms.
